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Compatibility of the new DAMA/NaI data on an annual modulation effect in WIMP direct
search with a relic neutralino in supergravity schemes
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Recent results of the DAMA/NaI experiment for weakly interacting massive particle direct detection point to
a possible annual modulation effect in the detection rate. We show that these results, when interpreted in terms
of a relic neutralino, are compatible with supergravity models. Together with the universal supergravity
~SUGRA! scheme, we also consider SUGRA models where the unification condition in the Higgs mass
parameters at a grand unified theory scale is relaxed.@S0556-2821~99!03205-1#

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv, 11.30.Pb, 14.80.Ly, 95.35.1d
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I. INTRODUCTION

The new DAMA/NaI data~running period No. 2! @1# pro-
vide a further indication of a possible annual modulati
effect in the rate for weakly interacting massive partic
~WIMP! direct detection, already singled out by the sa
Collaboration using former data~running period No. 1! @2#.
In Ref. @3# we interpret the total sample of new and form
data in terms of a relic neutralino in the framework of t
minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard mo
~MSSM! @4#, by extending the analysis that we perform
previously @5# about the DAMA/NaI results of the runnin
period No. 1. The MSSM scheme represents a very vers
approach for discussing supersymmetric phenomenolog
the electroweak~EW! scale, and does not bear on too stro
theoretical assumptions at higher energies. In Ref.@3#, using
the MSSM, we prove that the annual modulation data
quite compatible with a relic neutralino which may make
the major part of the dark matter in the Universe and t
some of the most relevant supersymmetric properties are
plorable at accelerators in the near future.

In the present paper we show that the supersymme
features, implied by the DAMA/NaI modulation data, a
also compatible with more ambitious supersymme
schemes, where the previous phenomenological mode
implemented in a supergravity~SUGRA! framework, espe-
cially if the unification conditions, which are frequently im
posed at the grand unified theory~GUT! scale, are appropri
ately relaxed@6#.

II. SUGRA MODELS

We recall here that the essential elements of SUG
models@7,8# are a Yang-Mills Lagrangian, the superpote
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tial, which contains all the Yukawa interactions between
standard and supersymmetric fields, and the soft-brea
Lagrangian, which models the breaking of supersymme
Here we only recall the soft supersymmetry breaking ter
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i

M i~l il i1l̄ i l̄ i !, ~1!

where thef i are the scalar fields, thel i are the gaugino
fields,H1 andH2 are the two Higgs fields,Q̃ and L̃ are the
doublet squark and slepton fields, respectively, andŨ, D̃,
and R̃ denote the SU(2)-singlet fields for the up-squarks
down-squarks, and sleptons. In Eq.~1!, mi and Mi are the
mass parameters of the scalar and gaugino fields, res
tively, andA and B denote trilinear and bilinear supersym
metry breaking parameters, respectively. The Yukawa in
actions are described by the parametersh, which are related
to the masses of the standard fermions by the usual exp
sions, e.g.mt5htv2 andmb5hbv1 , wherev i5^Hi& are the
vacuum expectation values~VEV’s! of the two Higgs fields.

It is worth recalling that one attractive feature of th
model is the connection between soft supersymmetry bre
ing and electro-weak symmetry breaking~EWSB!, which
would then be induced radiatively. It is customary to imp
ment the supergravity framework with some restrictive
sumptions about unification at grand unification scaleMGUT:
~i! unification of the gaugino massesMi(MGUT)[m1/2; ~ii !
universality of the scalar masses with a common mass
noted bym0 ,mi(MGUT)[m0 ; ~iii ! universality of the trilin-
ear scalar couplingsAl(MGUT)5Ad(MGUT)5Au(MGUT)
[A0m0 .

As extensively discussed in Ref.@9#, these conditions
have strong consequences for low-energy supersymm
phenomenology, and in particular for the properties of
©1999 The American Physical Society04-1
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neutralino, which is defined as the lowest-mass linear su
position of the two neutral gauginos (g̃ and Z̃) and the two
neutral Higgsinos (H̃1 and H̃2):

x5a1g̃1a2Z̃1a3H̃11a4H̃2 . ~2!

Different neutralino compositions are classified in terms
the parameterP[a1

21a2
2 : gaugino-like whenP.0.9, mixed

when 0.1<P<0.9, and Higgsino-like whenP,0.1.
The unification conditions represent a theoretically attr

tive possibility, which makes strictly universal SUGR
models very predictive. However, the above assumptio
particularly~ii ! and~iii !, are not fully justified, since univer
sality may occur at a scale higher thanMGUT, i.e. the Planck
scale or string scale, in which case renormalization ab
MGUT weakens universality in themi . Deviations from some
of the unification conditions have been considered by a n
ber of authors@9–11#. Implications of these deviations fo
relic neutralino phenomenology have been discussed in
tail in Refs.@9,11#.

In the present paper, we discuss the DAMA/NaI data b
in a SUGRA model with strict unification conditions and in
SUGRA framework, where we introduce a departure fro
universality in the scalar masses atMGUT which splits the
Higgs mass parametersMH1

andMH2
in the following way:

MHi

2 ~MGUT!5m0
2~11d i !. ~3!

The parametersd i which quantify the departure from unive
sality for theMHi

2 will be varied in the range (21,11), but

are taken to be independent of the other supersymmetric
rameters.

Our supersymmetric parameter space is constrained
the following conditions:~a! all experimental bounds on
Higgs boson, neutralino, chargino and sfermion masses
satisfied~for current CERNe1e2 collider LEP bounds see
for instance, Refs.@12,13#!, ~b! the neutralino is the lightes
supersymmetric particle~LSP!, ~c! the constraints on theb
→s1g process are satisfied,~d! the constraints on the mas
of the bottom quarkmb are also satisfied, however, with
b-t Yukawa unification relaxed by about 20%,~e! EWSB is
realized radiatively,~f! the neutralino relic abundanceVxh2

does not exceed the cosmological upper bound, which
conservatively set here asVxh2<0.7. Because of the re
quirements of radiative EWSB and of the universality co
ditions on the gaugino masses and on the trilinear couplin
the independent supersymmetric parameters are reduce
the following set~apart from thed i ’s!: m1/2, m0 , A0 , tanb
5v2 /v1 , and sgn(m).

The renormalization group equations~RGE’s! are solved
by using the one-loop beta functions including the wh
supersymmetric particle spectrum from the GUT scale do
to MZ , neglecting the possible effects of intermedia
thresholds. Two-loop and threshold effects on the running
the gauge and Yukawa couplings are known not to exc
10% of the final result@14#. While this is of crucial impor-
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tance as far as gauge coupling unification is concerned@14#,
it is a second-order effect on the evolution of the soft mas
and then it is neglected here.

In order to specify the supersymmetry phenomenolo
boundary conditions for the gauge and Yukawa couplin
have to be specified. Low-scale values for the gauge c
plings and for the top-quark and the tau-lepton Yukawa c
plings are fixed using present experimental results. In p
ticular, we assign for the top mass the valuemt5175 GeV.

A few qualifications are in order here about the co
straints due to theb→s1g process and for the bottom mas
In our analysis, the inclusive decay rate BR(B→Xsg) @15–
20# is calculated with corrections up to the leading ord
Next-to-leading order corrections@21–24# are included only
when they can be applied in a consistent way, i.e., both
standard model and to susy diagrams. This criterion lim
the use of next-to-leading order corrections to peculiar
gions of the supersymmetric parameter space, where the
sumptions, under which the next-to-leading order susy c
rections have been obtained, apply@24#. We require that our
theoretical evaluation for BR(B→Xsg) is within the range
1.9631024<BR(B→Xsg)<4.3231024. This range is ob-
tained by combining the experimental data of Refs.@25,26#
at 95% C.L. and by adding a theoretical uncertainty of 25
whenever the still incomplete next-to-leading order susy c
rections cannot be applied.

The supersymmetric corrections to the bottom mass
clude contributions from bottom-squark-gluino loops a
from top-squark-chargino loops@27#. In the present analysis
the bottom mass is computed as a function of the other
rameters and required to be compatible with the present
perimental bounds. Theoretical uncertainties in the eva
tion of mb arise from the running of the RGE’s. Since o
choice is to solve RGE’s at the one-loop level and witho
thresholds, we estimate an uncertainty of the order of 10%
our prediction formb . To take into account such an unce
tainty we have chosen to weaken the bounds onmb given in
Ref. @8# by 10%. Thus we requiremb to fall into the range
2.46 GeV<mb(MZ)<3.42 GeV, at 95% C.L. As mentione
above,b-t Yukawa unification is relaxed by about 20%.

The neutralino relic abundanceVxh2 is calculated as il-
lustrated in Ref.@28#. As already stated, we apply to ou
supersymmetric parameter space an upper bound cons
tively set at the valueVxh2<0.7, and we consider as cos
mologically interesting the range 0.01<Vxh2<0.7. How-
ever, we stress that, according to the most recent data
analyses@29#, the most appealing interval for the neutralin
relic abundance is the narrower one: 0.02&Vxh2&0.2. The
local neutralino densityrx is factorized in terms of the tota
local dark matter densityr l asrx5jr l . The parameterj is
calculated according to the usual rescaling recipe@30#: j
5min@Vxh2/(Vh2)min,1#. We take here (Vh2)min50.01.

In our analysis them1/2,m0 ,A0 ,tanb parameters are
varied in the following ranges: 10 GeV<m1/2<500 GeV,
m0<1 TeV, 23<A0<13, 1<tanb<50; the parameterm
is taken positive. We remark that the values taken here
upper limits of the ranges form1/2,m0 are inspired by the
upper bounds which may be derived for these quantities
SUGRA theories, when one requires that the EWSB, rad
4-2
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COMPATIBILITY OF THE NEW DAMA/NaI DATA ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 095004
tively induced by the soft supersymmetry breaking, does
occur with excessive fine-tuning~see Ref.@9#, and references
quoted therein!.

III. RATE FOR WIMP DIRECT DETECTION

The indication of a possible annual modulation effe
singled out by the DAMA/NaI data@1#, points, at a 2s C.L.,
to a very delimited region in the planejsscalar

(nucleon)-mx , where
mx is the WIMP mass andsscalar

(nucleon) is the WIMP-nucleon
elastic scalar cross section. When the uncertainties inr l are
taken into account, the original 2s C.L. region singled out
by DAMA/NaI data has to be enlarged into a regionR, where
the quantityjsscalar

(nucleon) falls into the following range@3#:
(123)31029 nb&jsscalar

(nucleon)&331029 nb, in the mass
range 30 GeV&mx&110 GeV.

In Ref. @3#, where the relevant formulas for the evaluati
of sscalar

(nucleon)are reported, it is also shown that, in the MSS
wide domains of the supersymmetric parameter space
vide values forsscalar

(nucleon) andmx which are within regionR.
Out of the two competing contributions tosscalar

(nucleon), Higgs-
exchange and squark-exchange processes, usually the fo
dominates over the latter one. Then let us discuss wh
properties of the Higgs-exchange amplitude are instrume
in making this contribution sizeable enough as required
the modulation effectjsscalar

(nucleon)*131029 nb. As is clear
from the expressions given in Ref.@3#, the most important
parameters for establishing the size of the Higgs-excha
amplitude aremh ,tanb, and the mixing anglea of the two
CP-even neutral Higgs bosons (h andH). The largest val-
ues for the Higgs-exchange amplitude occur for the follo
ing combination of their respective values: smallmh ~be-
cause of the propagator!, large values of tanb, and of a
~because of the structure of the Higgs-quark couplings!. In
SUGRA these three parameters are rather strongly corre
@9#, so that requiring some lower boundjsscalar

(nucleon) imposes
severe constraints on the parameter space. These prop
may be suitably discussed in terms of the massmA of the
CP-odd neutral Higgs boson~however, we remind the reade
that this parameter is not free, but depends on the param
defining our parameter space and on the RGE’s evolutio!.

From Fig. 1, which displays a generic scatter plot
jsscalar

(nucleon) versusmA in the universal SUGRA model~i.e.,
with d i ’s50!, we see that the lower boundjsscalar

(nucleon)*
131029 nb implies the upper boundmA&180 GeV. If we
further take into account the scatter plot ofmA in terms of
tanb, shown in Fig. 2, we obtain in turn a lower limit o
tanb:tanb*42. We also note that just a small relaxation
the lower bound forjsscalar

(nucleon)*131029 nb would also al-
low intermediate values of tanb:tanb;5210. The reasons
for the typical feature of the scatter plot of Fig. 2 formA
&300 GeV are discussed in the Appendix.

If we now require our supersymmetric configurations
lie inside the modulation regionR ~this set of configurations
is denoted as setS), we obtain the scatter plot of Fig. 3
which proves that the annual modulation data are in f
compatible with a universal SUGRA scheme. Figure 4 sho
that a number of the selected supersymmetric configurat
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fall into the cosmological interesting range ofVxh2.
The other qualifications for the configurations which

inside the regionR, relevant for searches at accelerato
concern the ranges for theh-Higgs boson mass, the neu
tralino mass and the lightest top-squark mass, which
find to be mh&115 GeV, 50 GeV&mx&100 GeV, and
200 GeV&mt̃ 1

&700 GeV, respectively.
Let us now turn to SUGRA schemes with deviations fro

universal scalar masses~i.e., d i ’s 5” 0). By varying the usual
supersymmetric parameters as before and thed i ’s in the
range21<d i<11 we find the scatter plot of Fig. 5, whic
shows that the requirementjsscalar

(nucleon)*131029 nb implies

FIG. 1. Scatter plot ofjsscalar
(nucleon) versusmA for a scanning of the

supersymmetric parameter space as defined in Sec. II, in univ
SUGRA.

FIG. 2. Scatter plot ofmA versus tanb for a scanning of the
supersymmetric parameter space as defined in Sec. II, in univ
SUGRA.
4-3
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now a more relaxed upper bound onmA :mA&330 GeV.
From Fig. 6, we see that this upper limit onmA is compatible
with all values of tanb. In Figs. 7 and 8 we notice that, a
expected, our new sample of representative points cove

FIG. 3. Scatter plot of setS in the planemx-jsscalar
(nucleon) in uni-

versal SUGRA. The dashed contour line delimits the 2-s C.L. re-
gion, obtained by the DAMA/NaI Collaboration, by combining t
gether the data of the two running periods of the annual modula
experiment@1#. The solid contour line is obtained from the dash
line, which refers to the valuer l50.3 GeV cm23, by accounting
for the uncertainty range ofr l , as explained in Sec. III~the region
delimited by the solid line is denoted as regionR in the text!. The
representative points are denoted differently depending on the
ues of the neutralino relic abundanceVxh2.

FIG. 4. Scatter plot of setS in the planeVxh2-jsscalar
(nucleon) in

universal SUGRA. Here neutralinos turn out to be gaugino-l
only. The two vertical solid lines delimit theVxh2 range of cosmo-
logical interest. The two dashed lines delimit the most appea
interval for Vxh2, as suggested by the most recent observatio
data.
09500
a

slightly wider domain of regionR, and, more significantly,
contains new neutralino configurations of cosmological
terest. Figures 9–11 show how the values for theh-Higgs
boson mass, the neutralino mass and the lightest top-sq
mass are distributed in terms of tanb. The ranges of these
masses are similar to those already found in the unive
case, but now tanb extends to the interval 10&tanb&50,
instead of being limited only to very large values.

The distribution of the values for the parametersd i ’s,
which provide supersymmetric configurations in agreem
with the annual modulation data, are shown in Fig. 12. T
peculiar distribution of representative points in the left-upp

n

al-

g
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FIG. 5. Scatter plot ofjsscalar
(nucleon) versusmA for a scanning of the

supersymmetric parameter space as defined in Sec. II, in
universal SUGRA.

FIG. 6. Scatter plot ofmA versus tanb for a scanning of the
supersymmetric parameter space as defined in Sec. II, in
universal SUGRA.
4-4
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side of the figure may be easily understood in terms of
general properties discussed in Ref.@9#. The generic trend
displayed in this figure shows that small values of tanb re-
quire sizeable deviations from universality in the Higgs b
son mass parameters.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the total sample of new and form
DAMA/NaI data @1,2#, which provide the indication of a
possible annual modulation effect in the rate for WIMP
rect detection. We have demonstrated that these experim
tal data, already proved to be widely compatible with re
neutralinos of cosmological interest in a MSSM sche

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 3, for nonuniversal SUGRA.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 4, for nonuniversal SUGRA. Here dots a
crosses denote neutralinos of different composition according to
classification in Sec. II.
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@3,5#, are also compatible with a SUGRA framework.
We have specifically considered a supergravity sche

with strict unification conditions on scalar and gaugi
masses and on trilinear scalar couplings, and supergra
models with departures from universality in the scalar m
parameters of the Higgs sector. We have proved that in
versal SUGRA neutralino configurations with interesti

he

FIG. 9. Scatter plot of setS in the planemh-tanb, in nonuniver-
sal SUGRA. The hatched region on the right is excluded by the
The hatched region on the left is excluded by present LEP dat
As5183 GeV. The dotted and the dashed curves denote the r
of LEP2 at energiesAs5192 GeV andAs5200 GeV, respectively.
The solid line represents the 95% C.L. bound reachable at LEP
the case of nondiscovery of a neutral Higgs boson.

FIG. 10. Scatter plot of setS in the planemx-tanb, in nonuni-
versal SUGRA. The hatched region on the left is excluded
present LEP data. The dashed and the solid vertical lines denot
reach of LEP2 and TeV33, respectively.
4-5
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cosmological properties may be found. Even more so, in c
of non-universal SUGRA models.

Other main results of our analysis are the following.
the universal SUGRA model the constraints imposed by
DAMA NaI data imply for theh-Higgs boson mass, the neu
tralino mass, and the lightest top-squark mass, the follow
ranges:mh&115 GeV, 50 GeV&mx&100 GeV, and 200
GeV&mt̃ 1

&700 GeV, respectively. In universal SUGR

tanb is constrained to be large, tanb*42, whereas, with de
parture from universality in the scalar masses, the range
tanb widens to 10&tanb&50.

FIG. 11. Scatter plot of setS in the planemt̃ 1
-tanb, in non-

universal SUGRA. The hatched region is excluded by LEP d
~without any restriction on other masses!.

FIG. 12. Scatter plot of the values of thed1 andd2 parameters
for setS.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we show that the peculiar behavior of
scatter plot in Fig. 2 formA&300 GeV is induced, in the
universal SUGRA model, by the combined effect of the lim
its on theb→s1g decay rate and on the mass of the botto
quarkmb . Let us start by reminding that in generic SUGR
modelsmA is a function of the other parameters through t
radiatively induced EWSB mechanism. A useful parame
zation is@9#

mA
25K1m1/2

2 1K2m0
21K3A0

2m0
21K4A0m0m1/22mZ

2 ,
~A1!

where the coefficientsKi are only functions of tanb and the
d i ’s. Their properties are extensively discussed in Ref.@9#, to
which we refer for details. To simplify the discussion let
takeA050.

In the universal SUGRA model the coefficientsK1 and
K2 are both decreasing functions of tanb, beingK1;3 and
K2;1 for tanb;5 –10 and both vanishingly small at larg
tanb. Actually, while K1 is always positive,K2 becomes
negative for tanb;50. Furthermorem1/2 is limited from
above by the annual modulation data which implymx

&110 GeV and thenm1/2;2.5mx&270 GeV ~the relation
m1/2;2.5mx holds, since neutralino is mainly gaugino-lik
in universal SUGRA!. Instead, form0 we have a lower
bound which depends on tanb, as displayed in Fig. 13. This
bound arises as a combined effect of theb→s1g and mb
constraints. ConsequentlymA may be small only for tanb
&10, wherem0 may be arbitrarily small, or at large tanb,
where the productK2m0

2 is kept small byK2 . In SUGRA
models withd iÞ0 the coefficientK2 may become vanish
ingly small also for intermediate values of tanb so that, in
non-universal models, small values ofmA may occur over
the whole tanb range, as shown in Fig. 6.

a

FIG. 13. Scatter plot in the planem0-tanb, for a scanning of the
supersymmetric parameter space as defined in Sec. II, in univ
SUGRA.
4-6
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